The Waxman graphs are frequently chosen in simulations as topologies resembling communications networks+ For the Waxman graphs, we present analytic, exact expressions for the link density~average number of links! and the average number of paths between two nodes+ These results show the similarity of Waxman graphs to the simpler class G p~N !+ The first result enables one to compare simulations performed on the Waxman graph with those on other graphs with same link density+ The average number of paths in Waxman graphs can be useful to dimension~or estimate! routing paths in networks+ Although higher-order moments of the number of paths in G p~N ! are difficult to compute analytically, the probability distribution of the hopcount of a path between two arbitrary nodes seems well approximated by a Poisson law+
INTRODUCTION
The current prominent position of the Internet has fueled network topological studies+ Whereas a couple of years ago the design and performance evaluation of ATM switch fabrics spurred queuing analysis, the Internet has shifted the focal domain somewhat more toward the network topology+ There are at least two reasons why graph theory seems increasingly useful+ First, the Internet topology itself justifies investigations in its own right+ The Internet is a complex system that is growing and changing over time, similar to a living organism+ Increasing numbers of studies are being published; some refer-ences can be found in @6,9-11#+ Second, many of the properties of network protocol behavior require a graph on which to perform actions+ Usually, only simulations are feasible and the graph-theoretical aspects reduce to the choice of a class of easily generated topologies+ In many cases, very specific network topologies are considered and, clearly, the conclusions apply~in most cases! only to the considered topology, although often more general statements are possible+ Especially in routing algorithm studies, classes of random graphs~r+g+'s!, as explained in Section 2, are employed+ In general, the set of topologies of a certain class of r+g+'s is complete in the sense that any graph can be represented by that class+ This property is interesting for determining the actual or average complexity of routing algorithms~and not only the worst case, as illustrated in @4,8#!+ Indeed, by simulating a large number of r+g+'s and by analyzing the behavior of interest in every r+g+, a probability density function of the behavior of interest is obtained from which any other information~such as the average, variance, maximum, etc+! can be deduced+ The completeness of the class of r+g+'s ensures that all possible modes of the routing algorithm are excited, similar to impulse responses in linear system theory+ In practice, simulations can never exhaust the class of r+g+'s with N nodes and, on average, E @L# links because the number of different topologies, on average, equals ͩ N~N Ϫ 1!02 E @L# ͪ + Hence, depending on the specific properties of the class of r+g+'s, a particular topology structure features a higher probability of occurrence than in another class of r+g+'s+ Deciding which class of r+g+'s for simulations is most suited is often intuitively justified+ In communications network simulations, Waxman graphs are frequently used+ Waxman graphs are named after Bernard M+ Waxman, who introduced them in @12#+ Although the Waxman graphs belong to a broader class of random graphs, as shown in Section 2, the relation and some basic properties of Waxman graphs have, as far as we know, not been previously published+ Here, we present analytic results which closely show the similarity in link density~average number of links! and the average number of paths between two nodes with a simpler class of r+g+'s+ Although, at first glance, the r+g+ classes differ substantially, these results show that average behavior seems not so different+ The first result allows one to compare simulations performed on the Waxman graph with those computed on other graphs with the same link density+ The average number of paths in Waxman graphs can be useful to dimensioñ or estimate! routing paths in networks+ In addition to the average, the explicit computation of the complete distribution of the number of paths between two arbitrary nodes in random graphs is shown to be a hard problem+ However, the related probability of the hopcount of a path between two arbitrary nodes in G p~N ! seems well approximated by a relatively simple Poisson distribution+
RANDOM GRAPHS
There exists an astonishingly large amount of properties of random graphs~r+g+'s! @2#+ We refer to the book of Bollobas @2# for an excellent discussion, the recent update of Bollobas's book by Janson et al+ @3#, and the survey article on recursive trees by Smythe and Mahmoud @5#+ The two most frequently occurring models for r+g+'s are G~N, E ! and G p~N !+ The class G~N, E ! constitutes the set of graphs with N nodes and E edges+ The class of r+g+'s denoted by G p~N ! consists of all graphs with N nodes in which the edges~or links! are chosen independently and with probability p+ A natural refinement of G p~N ! is the model G $ p ij %~N !, where the edges are still chosen independently but where the probability of i r j being an edge is exactly p ij + The Waxman graph is an example of G $ p ij %~N !+ In the class G p~N !, the number of links is not deterministic, but is known, on average, as pE max , where the maximum number of links E max in a~bidirectional! topology with N nodes is E max ϭ , where 6 ?r6 is a norm, denoting a distance from the origin+ The idea of relating the probability of a link between nodes i and j to some function of the distance between those nodes stems from the correspondence with realistic telecommunications networks+ The farther two nodes lie separated, the less the need for a direct link between them+ The example in Figure 1 illustrates the topology of a random graph of G p~N ! and a Waxman graph with the same identifiers p and N+ Figure 1 . Waxman and random graphs+~a! A Waxman graph~N ϭ 100, a ϭ 11, p ϭ 0+04!;~b! the graph G 0+04~1 00!+
THE LINK DENSITY p IN G p ij (N )
The number of links L@$ ?r%# in a particular Waxman graph specified by the nodal positions $ ?r% ϭ $ ?r 1 , ?r 2 , + + + , ?r N % is
The average over all possible configurations of nodes in a chosen finite volume V of the m-dimensional space~or the average over all possible Waxman topologies with N nodes and generated by f~{!! reads
Since the position of every node in the volume-restricted m-dimensional space is equally likely, the probability distribution is simply uniform or
Immediately, the link density for r+g+'s in G p ij~N ! follows as
Unfortunately, in most cases, the integral in the last equation cannot be executed explicitly+ However, for the Waxman graph in a square~m ϭ 2! with size Z and where
, explicit computation is possible as illustrated in Appendix A+ The decay rate a ϭ aZ of the existence of the link is expressed uniquely in terms of the link density p as, for a Ͼ 0,
with, of course, p~0! ϭ 1 and where
Relation~3! shows that the link density p~a! is only a function of the decay rate ã and not of other parameters as Z!+ Zegura et al+ @13# have considered p ij ϭ a exp~Ϫ6 ?r i Ϫ ?r j 60bL! and were led to the same conclusion concerning p~a! via extensive simulations+ In @9#, we have shown that when both the G p~N ! and the Waxman graph possess exponentially or uniformly distributed link weights, the probability distribution of the hopcount of the shortest path between two arbitrary nodes is almost identical in both graphs for the same link density p, related via~3!, even for a relatively small number of nodes N+
THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF PATHS
Paths from a source node, say A, to a destination node, say B, can be categorized according to the number of hops~or the hopcount! of that path, which equals 1 plus the number of different intermediate nodes along the path from A to B+ A path with hopcount j is completely characterized by a list of j ϩ 1 different nodes, P ArB ϭ @n 1 , n 2 , + + + , n jϩ1 # with n 1 ϭ A, n jϩ1 ϭ B, and n k n m for all k, m ʦ @1, j ϩ 1# + Sometimes, a more illustrative representation is given, such as P ArB ϭ~n 1 r n 2 !~n 2 r n 3 ! {{{~n j r n jϩ1 !+ The maximum number of hops is clearly N Ϫ1, otherwise a node will appear twice in the path list, indicating that there is a loop+
We first give the general definition of the number of paths with j hops, from which we compute the average number of paths for both the class G p~N ! and G p ij~N ! in the next sections+
The Number of Paths with j Hops
Let X j~A r B; N ! denote the random variable~r+v+! of the number of paths with j hops between a source node A and a destination node B in G p~N !+ The most general expression for the number of paths with j hops between node A and node B is
where 1 x is the indicator function which equals 1 if the condition x is true, else it is 0+ Clearly, the number of paths with one hop equals X 1~A r B; N ! ϭ 1 ArB + The maximum number of j hop paths is attained in the complete graph and equals
In an earlier paper @7#, we demonstrated that, for N Ն 3, the total number of paths between two nodes in the complete graph is precisely @e~N Ϫ 2!!# , where e ϭ 2+71828 + + + and @x# denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to x+ Since any graph is a subgraph of the complete graph, this implies that the maximum total number of paths between two nodes in any graph is upper-bounded by @e~N Ϫ 2!!# + In the sequel, we will simplify the notation X j~A r B; N ! to X j , because we are not interested in a specific "source A-destination B" pair+
The Class G p (N)
Theorem 1: For the class G p~N !, it holds that
Proof: We give two different proofs+ A+ The maximum number of different paths with precisely j hops is given bỹ 7!+ Since each individual path with j hops has probability p j , we obtain~8! immediately+ B+ From~6!, we have
Since all links k m r k mϩ1 for all 0 Յ m Յ j are different and independent, each having equal probability p, we have
The average total number of paths between A and B follows from~8!, as
for p Ͼ 10N is readily obtained+ A close lower bound for Q is derived invoking the beta function @1, Sect+ 6+2+1#+ Since
we have
where
Combining lower and upper bounds yields
In particular, for the complete graph~p ϭ 1!, randomness disappears and the total number of paths must be an integer+ Since 0 , N0~N Ϫ1!~N Ϫ1! Ͻ 1, for N Ն 3, the above bounds lead to the exact result @e~N Ϫ 2!!# , mentioned earlier+ 
Proof: With~6!, where E @1 irj # ϭ p ij , we have
where $ ?r% refers to a set of N nodal position vectors defining the Waxman graph+ Averaging over all possible Waxman topologies yields
where 
If F is associated to a link density p, the right-hand side in upper bound in~14! equals the expected number of paths~8! in the simple class G p~N !+ When V r`,
r f~? r! and V j F j ϭ~VF! j holds+ Since, for the Waxman graph, * V d ?r f~? r! is finite for finite dimensions m, and for a Ͼ 0, lim Vr`Fj ϭ F j ϭ 0+ Hence, only in the limit V r`, which is equivalent to p ϭ 0, the equality sign holds in~14!+
ON THE GENERATING FUNCTION w
The analytic computation of higher-order moments, E @X j k # , becomes exceedingly difficult due to the high correlation structure~overlap! of the paths between A and B+ Hence, the computation of the probability distribution of the number of paths with j hops between two arbitrary nodes in G p~N ! is, to the best of our knowledge, still an open problem+ At least, the variance var @X j # seems desirable to estimate, from G p~N !, more closely the number of paths with j hops in a network with N nodes and link density p+ In this last section, we motivate the difficulty of the problem, partly by computations, partly via simulations+ The probability generating function~p+g+f+! of the number of paths with j hops is denoted by w X j~z ! ϭ E @z X j # ϭ (kϭ0 P @X j ϭ k#z k + In the case j ϭ1, we have that X 1 ϭ1 1rN + Thus, X 1 ϭ 0 if there is no link between node 1 and N, which occurs with probability 1Ϫ p, or X 1 ϭ1 if there is a link between node 1 and N, an event that has probability p+ The p+g+f+ w X 1~z ! ϭ P @X 1 ϭ 0# ϩ P @X 1 ϭ 1#z ϭ~1 Ϫ p! ϩ pz+ In the case j ϭ 2, initially, all paths with two hops start at 1 and visit an intermediate node i different from 1 and N, from which they depart to the final destination N+ Thus, X 2 ϭ (iϭ2
NϪ1 1 1ri 1 irN can only attain the value k if there are precisely k nonzero terms+ The latter event has probability p 2 because both the link~1 r i ! and the link~i r N ! must exist+ In all the remaining N Ϫ 2 Ϫ k terms, there must be at least one link 1 r i ! or~i r N ! absent, an event with probability 1 Ϫ p 2 + Finally, the binomial coefficient appears since we can choose these k nonzero terms out of N Ϫ 2 possible precisely in ͩ N Ϫ 2 k ͪ ways+ So we arrive at
The case j ϭ 3 is illustrated in Figure 2+ For j Ͼ 2, we observe that it is possible that paths with j hops overlap partly, which implies that there is a dependence between certain paths+ This dependence seriously complicates a probabilis-tic analysis as in the case with one and two hops+ The maximum overlap between paths with j jops consists of j Ϫ 2 shared links+ Hence, each path with j hops has at least two links different from other paths in the set of j-hop paths+ This property suggests that the dependence is rather weak for j ϭ 3, as also confirmed by simulations plotted in Figure 3+ Moreover, for j ϭ 3, the variance can be computed+ As shown in Appendix B, the result suggests that the case j ϭ 3 can be approximated by a Gaussian~for large N !+ 
!Ϫk because, now, the maximum number of three hop paths is~N Ϫ 2!~N Ϫ 3!, and a nonzero term in the double summation requires that all three factors be unity+ This event has probability p 3 + Thus, we observe that the double summation of X 3 is separated in "contributing" terms and "noncontributing" terms resulting in w X 3~z ! ϭ~1 Ϫ p 3 ϩ p 3 z!~N Ϫ2!~NϪ3! + Arguments similar to those above, assuming negligible dependence, lead to
and
The simulations below show that formula~15!, referred to as "binomial" in the figures, is seriously deficient for j Ͼ 2 and that the correlation structure in the overlap is very dominant+ Also, a Gaussian approximation still adequate in the case j ϭ 3, as shown in Appendix B, seems not possible+ The p+d+f+'s shown in Figures 5 and 6 indicate that analytic computation~a combinatorial analysis! seems hardly tractable+ In spite of the difficulty in determining the p+d+f+ for the number of paths with j hops, simulations 1 indicate that the probability that an arbitrary path between node A and node B consists of j hops, denoted by P @path ϭ j hops#, is well approximated by a Poisson distribution+ In a particular r+g+ Q of G p~N !, the probability of a j-hop path equals X j~Q !0 (kϪ1 NϪ1 X k~Q !, where X k~Q ! denotes the number of paths in the r+g+ Q with k hops+ Hence, averaging over all Q ʦ G p~N ! yields
Since the r+v+ X j , the number of paths with j hops, is also averaged over all Q ʦ G p~N !, we can write
Unfortunately,~17! is intractable to compute for large N+ However, simulations~Fig+ 7! show that the p+d+f+ of the hopcount in a connected r+g+ of G p~N ! is, for p Ͼ p c , well approximated by
Indeed, assuming that, in~17!, (kϭ1 NϪ1 X k Ӎ c, where c is a constant, the probability that a path between two arbitrary nodes in a random graph of G p~N ! consists of j hops becomes proportional to the expected number of paths with j hops E @X j # + Hence,
where the proportionality factor c Ϫ1 follows from the probability normalization
, we obtain a Poisson lower bound
which agrees remarkably well with simulation results, as shown in Figure 7+ Hence, the assumption (kϭ1 NϪ1 X k Ӎ c seems a good approximation, which indicates that summing over all possible hops considerably smooths the peculiar correlation structures for the larger hops k+ 
APPENDIX A Expression for the Link Density in Two-Dimensional Waxman Graphs
The expression for the link density given by~2! is explicitly computed here assuming that all nodes lie within a square with size Z+ We use Cartesian coordinates+ Thus we have the integral
In the first stage, we use symmetry to reduce the fourfold integral to a double integral+ Substitute u ϭ x 1 Ϫ x 2 with x 2 as constant+ Also, define w ϭ y 1 Ϫ y 2 + Then
and after partial integration we obtain 
The computation of E @1 Arj 1 {1 j 1 rj 2 {1 j 2 rB {1 Ark 1 {1 k 1 rk 2 {1 k 2 rB # is a combinatorial exercise+ The~in!equalities between the set $ j 1 , j 2 % and $k 1 , k 2 % must be investigated, with a total of 2 4 possibilities+ In general, for j hops, this amount increases as 2~j Ϫ1! 2 and rapidly leads to infeasible analytic treatment+ The path restriction amounts to j 1 j 2 and, similarly, k 1 k 2 + Table B1 contains all possibilities where j ϭ Hence, we arrive at
